Spend less time with technology and more time with your patients

Chrome Enterprise and Imprivata offer a secure, mobile solution with leading single sign-on technology

In an increasingly decentralized landscape, mobility in healthcare is no longer a luxury – it’s a lifeline.

Technology-enabled healthcare can help reduce paperwork time by 60% and increase patient face time by 29%¹

While shared workstations enhance mobility, healthcare organizations must strike the right balance between accessibility and security.

Secure shared workstations

Chrome devices work seamlessly with Imprivata OneSign, the healthcare sector’s leading single sign-on and virtual desktop access platform. Purpose-built for healthcare, this solution eliminates the need to repeatedly type usernames and passwords. Practitioners can simply tap their badge or swipe their fingerprints to quickly and securely access clinical and administrative applications, saving care providers 45 minutes every shift².

Why Imprivata?

Imprivata OneSign is the leading healthcare enterprise single sign-on and virtual desktop access platform. It secures PHI; allows fast, secure No Click Access to patient data; and enables healthcare organizations to benefit from their EHR and virtualization technology investments.

Why Chrome Enterprise?

Chrome Enterprise offers a simple and secure way to connect to information in the cloud, improving practitioner and patient satisfaction. A fast, intuitive interface makes it easy to get up and running, while multiple layers of security mitigate the risk of cyber attacks.

² https://www.imprivata.com/single-sign-on-asg
Deliver seamless information access

For clinicians
Streamline access to clinical systems for all endpoints running Chrome OS using single sign-on and virtual desktop access.

No Click Access enables kiosk fast-user-switching, a quick sign-off and sign-on workflow between users on shared workstations that secures clinical systems and reduces the likelihood of practitioners charting under the wrong ID.

Automatic sign-on to G Suite enables seamless access to office productivity and collaboration tools.

For patients
Securely enable patient entertainment and education on Chrome OS devices without risking PHI exposure.

Benefits to your healthcare organization
- Frictionless security and clinical efficiency
- Extended endpoint use to patients while mitigating security risk
- Fast time to value and low total cost of ownership for both endpoint management and clinical efficiency

To learn more about Chrome Enterprise and Imprivata for your healthcare organization, visit cloud.google.com/chrome-enterprise/healthcare/ or imprivata.com/chrome-enterprise